Hale Pet Door™
Screen Model

The Hale Pet Door™ “Screen Model” is
our most simple model. It is designed
to fit into almost any screen door or
window screen. The screen model has
been specially simplified for this
application and therefore only has a
single flap and no security cover.
Instructions for installation included
in the box or on our website. We
offer technical support when needed
and professional installation is
available in many locations nationwide.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Flaps: Single flap made of flexible 3/16” clear PVC vinyl. Also
available in black or white.
Main Frame: Extruded 6063-T5 aluminum with .063” wall
thickness. Straddles the screen frame on outside and bottom.
Designed to accept frame thicknesses up to ½”. Can be factory
modified for thicker frames by removing the outside leg.
Spline Frame: Extruded 6063-T5 aluminum with .063” wall
thickness. Attached to main frame and is the top and inner side
of the pet door.
Alnico5 Magnets: A ¼” rod magnet 1 ½” long made from an
aluminum, nickel and cobalt alloy known for its strength and
durability. Door size determines number of magnets.
Strikes: Made of ferrous stainless steel. 1 ½” long, ¾” tall and
1/32” thick. U shaped with interior prongs, when squeezed onto
the vinyl flap, the barbed prongs hold firmly.
Weather stripping: Flap is surrounded by ½” nylon pile for
maximum insulation. Nylon is woven into a backing 9/32” wide and
1/32” thick.

OPTIONS:

Flaps: Training flap—use for a limited time when pet is timid and
getting used to the pet door. Polar flap—use in extremely cold
climates or where a softer flap is desired.
Frame Colors: Available in four color choices—Brushed aluminum,
dark bronze, white and Arizona beige.
Sizes: 11 standard sizes available from small to giant. Custom
sizing also available.
Positioning: If main frame has not been modified, screen model is
reversible and can fit either side of a screen door or window. For
screen doors or windows over ½” can be mounted inside or outside,
generally on the same side as the screen mesh and spline.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:




Energy efficient
Easy to clean
Effective insect and rodent control

APPLICATIONS:

Designed to be installed through almost any screen.




Window screens

Door screens
Not functional for security screen doors

